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From the design of the first system, in the late 90s of the last century, our pool starry skies have become the
industry standard due to the quality of our components and the experience of our technical team.
Underwater starry skies are the state-of-the-art system to enhance pool design and transform otherwise
regular pools into objects of singular beauty.
Traditional pool lighting with powerful projectors only served to illuminate water volumes and highlight the walls
and floor of the pool often spilling over the surrounds.
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Gradually, projector lighting of large expanses of water is becoming obsolete because starry skies afford the
users the rare experience of weightlessness with a starry sky overhead and another below, reminiscent of
a space walk.
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The visual impact afforded by pool starry skies has been used by architects and designers to add interest to
swimming pools of all sizes, ponds, and water mirrors.
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Underwater starry skies need fibers, illuminator and UFF installation accessories.

Fibers
Since last century, at AFO we manufacture the only fiber with a 20-year guarantee, especially designed to be
encased directly in concrete or cement mixes, without the need of individual conduits, end terminations or end
fittings. These features permit easy, fast and economical installation when compared with any other system.
HCF fibers, housing Ultra quality Japanese cores, are clad at our factory in Spain with a specially formulated
HFFR polymer containing glass charges and additives. The fibers are flexible and the jacket offers full protection
against the chemicals present in pool construction or use.
Pool fibers
Code

Internal Ø mm

External Ø mm

Optical surface mm2

Point visual appearance*

HCF201

1mm

3mm

0,79

Background star

HCF301

1,5mm

3,5mm

1,77

Background star x 2

HCF401

2mm

4mm

3,14

Background star x 4

HCF501

3mm

5mm

7,1

Background star x 10

*1mm fibers, as background stars, are taken as reference. Other fiber diameter's brilliance is proportional to their
surface and multiply the effect as listed on the table. Example: a 1,5mm fiber is twice as bright as a 1,0mm fiber.
Illuminators
With over 70 models, AFO’s illuminators span from basic 7W illuminators to powerful 150W machines. The collection
comprises single color units, machines with fixed light or starry sky effect and sophisticated units with DMX512
control, RGB and RGBW. The Ingress Protection of our units range from IP20 to IP65.
Pool recommended illuminators
Code

Rated W

Fiber capacity*

IP rating Starry sky Color change DMX RGB Recommended uses

XXX000

7

300

20

X

X

Very small features

HSI500

7

100

65

X

X

Very small features

HSI100

18

200

20

X

X

Small features

HSI200

30

200

20

X

X

Small features

HSI300

30

200

65

X

X

Small features

MLI400

36-150

300

40

X

X

Regular features

X

X

*Although the optical ports can power many more fibers, clad fibers are bulky and difficult to handle on site if the
harnesses are heavy. We always recommend harnesses with a maximum of 300 fibers or fewer.
Supports
The easiest way to install fibers in pool floors is with the help of compact supports, such as the UFF402. These
accessories are fixed with adhesive to the raw concrete of the pool’s floor, their base to be later covered by
a leveling screed.

Ø38mm

Adhesive
Ø50mm
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Tips and hints that may be useful for designers.
Point density
The density of stars on a sky is relative to the geographical area and the proximity to large cities and towns,
whose light spillage dims or erases stars.
Although customizing a pool floor to resemble any sky view is possible, pool starry skies aim to covey the illusion
of a sky, which can be subjective.
Small water bodies or those whose extension cannot be taken visually as a whole from any given point require
greater densities. Large expanses of water in swimming pools, lakes, or water parks need fewer stars because
distance concentrates the points visually.
Point density
Size of water surface (M )

Recommended point density

Under 10

10 to 15

From 10 to 20

6 to 12

From 20 to 50

5 to 10

From 50 to 100

4 to 8

From 100 to 200

3 to 5

Over 200

2 to 4

2

Fiber ingress
For pools without perimeter overflow, we recommend bringing the fibers into the pool’s container over one side.
(See AFO Poolstar over the waterline Installation Manual). This technique allows a very easy distribution of
fibers over the pool floor.
For pools with perimeter overflow, or any feature that would prevent using a pool wall to lower the fibers, we
recommend bringing the fibers into the pool’s container through a tube or tubes next to the floor and through
trap-box to forestall leakages. (See AFO Poolstar under the waterline Installation Manual).
Costs
Pool starry skies are luxury features, although their prices can be maintained under tight budgets by following
the following pointers:
Illuminator distance: The largest proportion of a pool starry sky fiber system’s price is the length of the light conductors.
International regulations mandate a minimum distance between a feature’s water edge and any mains-powered
device, unless extraordinary and costly measures are undertaken.
To reduce prices we recommend placing the illuminators as close as possible to the water edge, in a burial box
or inside a planter or garden. In a standard pool with 300 points, placing the illuminator at 2m or 12m away
from the water edge has difference of 3 KM of useless and expensive fiber buried in tubes.
Point distribution
A real starry sky has a random distribution of stars, with empty areas and others well populated. We recommend
distributing the fibers randomly, keeping the points a minimum of 200mm away from vertical walls to prevent
reflections, and placing the larger points near the center.
Composition
Well-balanced starry skies contain points of different sizes. As a standard 80 to 85% of the fibers are 1mm,
8 to 10% are 1.5mm and the balance 3 to 5% consists of 2mm fibers. Some of our clients insist on a single
3mm fiber to represent Sirius.
It’s important to consider that each fiber diameter carries twice as much light as the inferior size. This is so
because fibers carry light as a function of their surface. Thus, a 1.5mm fiber is twice as bright as a 1mm fiber
while a 2mm fiber has four times the brightness of a 1mm fiber. A 3mm fiber packs ten times the brightness of
a 1mm fiber. Check the table in the “Fibers” section.
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Installation
Besides fiber, illuminators and supports, the critical aspect of a pool starry sky is the installation. Please, check
our guides:
AFO Poolstar Under the waterline Installation Manual
AFO Poolstar Over the waterline Installation Manual
In these two guides, we have condensed the experience from installers, clients, friends, distributors, and
thousands of successful systems manufactured and delivered in over one-hundred countries. We believe they
contain invaluable help for installers, always backed by our experienced technical team.
Custom starry skies
On request, AFO can supply systems with 1:1 templates of starry skies, features such as nebulas, comets or
shooting stars, constellations and Zodiac signs.
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All AFO products are original and exclusive designs made or assembled in Europe.

Advanced Fiber Optics, S.L.
Escornalbou, 1 08041 Barcelona Spain
Tel.+34 93 455 72 00 - info@afo.es
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